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What Zain’s Wearing:
Suit: Carlo Lusso Shirt: Soul of London Tie: Brand Q

DOMINION LENDING SUPER MORTGAGE TEAM FSRA# 12360

What Stefanie’s Wearing:
Top: Gracia Skirt: Gracia
What Ron’s Wearing:
Suit: L’Universe Shirt: Blu By Polifroni

When it comes to house-hunting, mortgages may seem like a daunting task. That’s why finding a mortgage agent who puts
your best interests first is important. Joe & Ron Bondy and their team at Dominion Lending Centres provide their mortgage
expertise so that you can save money.

What Joe’s Wearing:
Suit: Coppley Shirt: Bugatchi

Offering exceptional advice and more mortgage options, every client can get a plan perfectly tailored to them. The
Bondy’s and their team of 12 agents are here for guidance and will find the best possible solution for you. No matter if you
are first-time buyers, refinancing, or switching a mortgage to a new lender, you can trust in the team to keep your interests
at the forefront, not the banks. The team works towards finding simple solutions for homeownership by putting a special
focus on the rates made available to each client. With banks, clients are only able to select from products within that
particular institution, but with a mortgage professional, the door opens to many more choices, and the team at Dominion
Lending Centres currently work with over 30 different lenders!

What Lorika’s Wearing:
Suit: Esqualo Top: Marciss
What Eric’s Wearing:
Sport Coat: Canali Shirt: Eton Pants: Sunwill

Buying a home does not have to come with the burden of mortgages, and that is why Joe Bondy shifted his focus away
from banking institutions, and towards heavily-tailored solutions that beautify the lending process, and aid in creating a
simpler life. Joe Bondy believes in family, which is why he has his brother, Ron, working alongside him, truly making a
legacy for themselves. Stability is an important thing to many families, and having the ability to purchase the right house
with the right mortgage can give you that stability. By eliminating the stress from the lives of homebuyers, the pair are
creating their own stability and knowing that they are helping people find theirs. There is no doubt that Dominion Lending
Centres is a true legacy for the team. To find the top mortgage solution for your needs, call 519-966-2124.
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